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The API Lubricants Group Oil Marketers had a teleconference to discuss Annex C Developing 
New Engine Oil Performance Standards for API Certification Mark revisions. 
 
Attendees on the teleconference are listed below: 
 

Luc Girard – Petro-Canada  (Chair) Mathew Ansari - Chevron 

Jim Linden – Total Thom Smith - Valvoline 

Mike Ragomo – ExxonMobil Dave Smith – API  

Charles Baker - ExxonMobil Dennis L Bachelder - API 

Larry Kuntschik – ILMA Kevin Ferrick - API 

Barbara Dennis – BP  

 
Agenda:   

 Request for Revision of Draft Annex C to link Voting Membership to Matrix Funding  

 Review Scenario for Matrix Funding 
 
API quickly reviewed the proposal from two ACC Members to include in the Auto Oil Advisory 
Panel process a requirement to link Voting Membership to providing funding for the Precision 
and BOI/VGRA Matrix testing. (Attachment 1) These proposals are under review and due for 
comment. 
 
API advised that the API Lawyers prefer not to link voting and funding. Base on this legal 
opinion Management suggested that API 1509 should not include a linking to Voting 
Membership with a requirement to contribute to Matrix Funding. 
 
API (Kevin Ferrick) is looking at options to meet everyone’s requirements. API developed a 
strawman process. It would define Material Interest to require membership in PAPTG, API or 
other trade association or professional group. After review API Legal indicated the proposed 
process may work. However the process which would link Voting and Funding could end up in 
delaying the GF-6 category as other parties would still have the opportunity to comment and 
potentially influence the GF-6 specification.  
Scenario for Matrix Funding 
 
The LG Oil Marketers reviewed a matrix funding scenario. (Below) 
 

 Organizations that agree to provide funding for GF-6 matrix form MOA-based 
funding committee 

o Organizations nominate representatives to committee 
o Funding committee manages matrix 

 AOAP notifies funding committee tests ready for matrix 

 Funding committee works with test surveillance panels to verify that all matrix 
criteria met 

 Funding committee selects Project Supervisor 

 Funding committee administers matrix 
o Reviews draft data as it’s generated 
o After review, releases all data to surveillance panels (within 90 days?) 

 
This process is similar to the Consortium which developed the Sequence VID test. 
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Some LG Oil Marketers expressed concern about tying voting and funding. Especially if it 
would lead to a delay in the GF-6 category. 
 
API was asked for their views. Basically the simplest approach is a model like it is today. This 
could still allow non-members to comment and vote on a standard.  
 
There was a suggestion that API develop a Chemical Licensing Fee such as a fee on all 
engine oil additives sold. 
 
Funding the GF-6 Matrix is uncertain. API EOLCS Licensing Fees will be applied to pay for 
matrix testing. The ACC portion of the funding is less certain. Some ACC members are 
suggesting reduced or no GF-6 Matrix funding. 
 
Some Auto Oil Advisory Panel Members are neither marketing engine oils nor paying licensing 
fees. These members can participate but not pay. 
 
ExxonMobil advised: 

 AOAP Process should include a Voting Material Interest. 

 No support for a financial barrier to participation on GF-6 development 

 Support an open process 
 
Valvoline: The ExxonMobil position is similar to the Valvoline position. Cannot have a system 
where you pay to get a vote. 
 
Chevron asked if there was a middle ground which would meet the ACC Member’s request half 
way. The LG Oil Marketers tried to develop a proposal with limited success.  
 
Can API say that they cannot accept the Pay to Play approach? 
 
Suggest an approach where Annex C would include: 
 

 Everyone can participate in the GF-6 Auto Oil Process 

 Everyone can comment 

 There would be Voting Members 

 There would be Non-Voting Liaison Members 

 All comments would be reviewed and decided upon by measure.  
 
It was suggested API develop and propose a process similar to that listed above for a LG 
Teleconference. It was suggested that the teleconference replace the canceled AOAP meeting 
for March 14. The call details are: 

 March 14, 2013 

 Start: 11:00 AM EDT 

 08:00 AM PDT 

 Duration: Two (2) Hours 

The teleconference was adjourned at approximately 3:00 PM. 

 


